
Movies
Well, yesterday I finally had a chance to see Indiana Jones
4.  Since all who read this blog have already seen it I won’t
say too much about it and I may also feel free to mention
possible spoilers.  Anyway, it’s been a long time since I saw
the first three but I had no trouble at all getting into this
one.  I had to remind myself that this whole series is meant
to be a parody of old time action serials and all of their
improbable problems and solutions.  A couple of my favorite
parts were first when Indy and company have just escaped the
commie’s camp thanks to a quick action by Mutt (the bait to
get the younger crowd to see the movie if they didn’t already
want to see it) and Indy and Marion get trapped in the sand
(not quicksand- what did they call it?) pit.  Mutt gets sent
to find a rope or something and the confused Ox goes to get
help.  Mutt comes back, throws what he found, Marion climbs
out.  He throws it again and we then see that whoops!  It’s
not a rope…  Once Indy finds his nerve and allows himself to
be rescued, here comes Ox back with, um, help…  Well just
where did Indy think Ox would find the help anyway?

Another favorite part was when they were on the amphibious
vehicles and they run off the cliff into… a really long tree
branch sticking out from the cliff.  Down, down, down goes the
branch  from  the  weight  until  gravity  takes  over  and  the
vehicle slides off and into the water.  The branch of course
does  what  a  branch  does  when  it’s  pulled  and  suddenly
released,  causing  a  really  bad  day  for  some  of  Col.  Dr.
Spalko’s militia who have been climbing down said cliff.

This isn’t to say these were the only good parts- I thoroughly
enjoyed the entire movie.  All the action parodies from the
bullets that never hit Indy and co., the nuclear bomb test,
the giant ants (which made me think of those evil little bugs
from  the  Mummy),  the  Soviet’s  path  making  machine  which
strangely seemed to create long paths ahead of it which they
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all used after the machine was destroyed. etc.

Speaking of movies, there is this really cool science film I
found from another site.  The narrator could use some lessons
on how not to speak in monotone, but the visuals are really
cool.   They  actually  make  visible  magnetic  fields.   My
description is pretty poor I know- just watch it, you’ll see.

Magnetic Movie
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